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“A complete meal plan that cuts out the wheat to help tame chronic inflammation . . . with
everything from buckwheat pancakes to pesto brie pizza.” —Whole LivingFrom Annalise
Roberts, author of the celebrated Gluten-Free Baking Classics, and Claudia Pillow, PhD, comes
this new full-scale gluten-free cookbook—a breakthrough in healthier eating, featuring 140 great
new recipes. The Gluten-Free Good Health Cookbook is a true departure from other diet
cookbooks—learn how you can make daily decisions that will strengthen your immune system,
prevent disease, and help you lose weight by eating real food.The book includes compelling
food choice explanations, guidance, and cooking advice, plus 140 field-tested recipes, including
gluten-free roux for Macaroni and Cheese; traditional pan sauce gravies; innovative low-fat
sauces and creamy soups; and a comprehensive chapter on the art and science of cooking
great-tasting vegetables.Readers will enjoy a wide selection of flavorful and diverse recipes like
Buffalo Meatballs, Roasted Poblano Asiago Soup, Kale with Puttanesca Sauce, Chicken Noodle
Gratin, Moroccan Lamb Stew, and more.“This is not a cookbook about an extreme diet change—
it’s about balance and flavor and a diet you want to eat for life because its healthful.” —Gluten
Intolerance Group magazine“This book shows you how to eat smart to protect your health,
offering 140 delicious and new recipes . . . Annalise Roberts has stepped into a more detailed
territory than usual, one which is traveled by many others preceding her, but with her abundant
experience in this field and teaming up with her sister, what results is a book unlike others.” —
GlutenFreeHelp.info

“Roberts and Pillow have teamed to create an extraordinary new gluten-free cookbook”.—Sue
Ade, Morris News Service“This is not a cookbook about an extreme diet change—it’s about
balance and flavor and a diet you want to eat for life because its healthful.”—Linda Hughes,
Gluten Intolerance Group magazine“The recipes in this book are fantastic.”—Shauna James
Ahern, "The Gluten-Free Girl"“This book shows you how to eat smart to protect your health,
offering 140 delicious and new recipes…..Annalise Roberts has stepped into a more detailed
territory than usual, one which is traveled by many others preceding her, but with her abundant
experience in this field and teaming up with her sister, what results is a book unlike others.”—
Tina Turbin, "Gluten Free Help"“Authors Annalise Roberts and Claudia Pillow, PhD present a
complete meal plan that cuts out the wheat to help tame chronic inflammation. The featured
recipes take you from breakfsat to midnight snack, with everything from buckwheat pancakes to
pesto brie pizza with jalapeno peppers.”—Whole Living magazine--This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.From the AuthorHow is The Gluten-Free Good Health
Cookbook differentfrom other diet books?The basic premise of The Gluten-Free Good Health
Cookbookis that our bodies have changed very little from our Paleolithic ancestors wholived on



a hunter-gatherer diet of protein, fat, and complex carbohydrates.However, our modern diet has
changed immeasurable, and in fact, half the dailycalories for the average American come from
wheat and sugar. Not only do thesefoods create excess acidity in the body, but both these foods
produceinflammation, which results in an overactive immune system increasing our riskfor
autoimmune and chronic diseases, such as cancer, cardiovascular damage,obesity and type-2
diabetes. The Gluten-Free Good Health Cookbook illustrates why we need to make thechange
from a diet comprised of primarily acid forming foods, (wheat, sugar,and processed foods) to
one that will allow us to balance our body chemistry.We need to learn to plan and cook meals
from whole foods- NOT WHOLE WHEAT;whole foods, such as vegetables, fruits, beans, nuts,
wild fish, and lean meatsusually found around the perimeter of the supermarket. Our book
contains adiscussion about the art and science of cooking different foods and over a
140delicious, well-tested recipes to encourage readers to get back into thekitchen. --From the
AuthorAbout the AuthorAfter being diagnosed with celiac disease in 2002, Annalise Roberts
devoted herself to developing gluten-free baking recipes that taste just as good (if not better
than) their wheat flour counterparts. Her recipes were featured in Gourmet magazine in
November 2005, and her first book, Gluten-Free Baking Classics (Agate Surrey) appeared in
May 2006 (an expanded and revised edition was released in September 2008). Her most recent
book, Gluten-Free Baking Classics for the Bread Machine (Agate Surrey, 2009), is a collection of
recipes developed for the Zojirushi bread machine. She works with celiac support groups and
teaches gluten-free cooking and baking classes in the New York metropolitan area.In 2007,
Claudia Pillow received her Ph.D. in Health Studies from Texas Women's University. Dr. Pillow
lectures about gluten intolerance and teaches gluten-free cooking and baking classes in the
Dallas/Fort Worth area. She serves on the board of the Gluten Intolerance Group of North
America and is a local resource for the North Texas chapter.--This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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SMW, “Tasty recipes that are healthy and gluten free. After learning that I had to go gluten-free, I
checked out 8 or so different cookbooks from the library over several months. That worked out
great because I could try them out without a commitment. Then I purchased my two favorites
from Amazon, which included The Gluten-Free Good Health Cookbook. It has become my go-to
cookbook. In addition to great recipes, the cookbook includes information on how to live a gluten-
free lifestyle and helpful tips such as the best way to roast certain types of vegetables. I also
appreciate the emphasis on lowering inflammation. And the recipes in this cookbook are
thankfully simpler to prepare than some of the other cookbooks I tried.Heads up that there is
some duplication of information throughout the book, which made it seem less polished to me.
Also, the authors have the controversial point of view that gluten is bad for everyone, not just
those diagnosed with allergies and intolerances. This wasn't a detraction for me but might be for
some. Still, the recipes are great.”

Sandra, “Fabulous. FABULOUS. Love this book. Easy read. Interesting read on gluten stats
and American Diet stats. Recipes, too. I made the Creamy Mushroom Sauce Base for Gravy
and Soup tonight so that I could make the Old Fashioned Saucepan Mushroom Gravy. Easy to
make. Fabulous gravy. The base receipes in this book make enough for more than one receipe
so you can have it in frig or freezer when needed. No need to rip open a package. I am happy
with my purchase. Going to try going Gluten-Free so I can have an anti-inflammatory diet, and
thanks to this book and another book by one of the authors, it isn't going to be hard at all
because I won't be giving stuff up.”

Isabella, “Good reference of alkaline foods and basic principles. I started my gluten free diet
because I was diagnosed with arthritis. Since then I have read several books about the topic.
This one got my attention and I decided to buy it after borrowing it in my local library for two
reasons. It is easy to understand and it has information about the alkalinity of certain foods that I
could not find in other places. There is a chart explaining how to combine the food according to
their pH that I thought it was especially helpful. Also, it has some good recipes, but I have just
taken some of the ideas and use them in my own dishes. There are a lot of books about the
topic and they repeat the same basic info in all of them, but this one I think it is a reference for
the charts I mentioned.”

Kathleen Firstenberg, “Realistic with normal ingredients!. Our family has been dairy and soy free
for a few years due to our daughter's allergy, but we recently discovered that my husband is also
gluten-intolerant. Our meals have been pretty basic- lean meat, beans, veggies/fruit, rice/quinoa
and the occasional corn pasta thrown in. After a while, it's hard to think of ways to make dinner
exciting! This book had some wonderful ideas for making broth bases that can be used in many
recipes. I especially appreciate the "creamy" bases that are dairy-free! Don't skip over the



introduction...the author does a great job of explaining why our bodies weren't meant to digest
gluten. I also didn't know anything about acid/alkali within the body and this book is written in a
way that is easy to understand with tips that are easy to enact.”

DJ, “Great Combination. Gluten-Free foods, it was hard to decide were I wanted to start. Need
more info on gluten-free and wanted recipes also. There were several books, I considered. This
was the right choice, for me. Lots of info on balancing nutrition, interesting facts and good
recipes.It helps me find direction and make more informative choices.I find it to be a good
starting point”

Rocky J, “Information Everyone Should Know. This book was a wealth of knowledge. Especially
for people like myself who are older (60+) and must watch out for their different blood levels (i.e.,
sugar, sodium, etc.). I found many of the sections filled with specific information that made me
think and continue to think when I go food shopping.  Great book.  A must read for everyone.”

Bristy, “Helpful information. I have read several gluten free cookbooks and they all had a wide
range of information. I had become frustrated because I had been eating gluten free and was still
suffering for the effects of inflammation and just not feeling well. I had almost given up hope. A
friend had suggested this book, so I tried it and have been eating and doing some of the things
to help rid my body of inflammation and I have started to feel human again. I also like the recipes
they are a few that I have madeand have enjoyed, even the family enjoyed them and didn't even
ask if it was gluten free. I would recommend this book to anyone that has been diagnosed celiac
or gluten intolerant”

Handmaiden, “EXCELLENT RESOURCE. This is an excellent book. Finding out that you have
celiac disease should produce more changes in you than just trying to replace your cookies,
cakes, pies. It should be a wake up call for you to really examine what you are putting in your
mouth. What are you eating and why are you eating it, what does it do for your body and
sometimes more importantly what does it do "to" your body. Gluten free goodie cookbooks are a
dime a dozen, read something that might help you out.”

DibblesSuperperb, “Gluten free cook book. Very useful little book. Lovely recipies.”

Kris Nitchke, “Five Stars. It has amazing recipes.”

The book by Annalise G. Roberts has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 71 people have provided feedback.
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